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1 Introduction
and background

The National Electric
Mobility Mission Plan
(NEMMP) launched by the
Government of India (GoI) in
2013 aims to realise around
6-7 million electric vehicles
(EVs) on Indian roads by
the year 2020 (Press
Information Bureau, 2015).

GoI has also expressed its intent
to achieve 100% EV sales by
2030. In the Union Budget
for 2015-16, the government
launched the FAME (Faster
Adoption and Manufacturing of
(Hybrid and) Electric Vehicles) scheme for 6 years till 2020. Phase-I of the
scheme initially spanned over financial years 2015-16 and 2016-17 with a
budget of H7950 million (Ministry of Heavy Industry and Public Enterprises,
2015). The Department of Heavy Industry (DHI), the nodal agency to
operationalise the FAME scheme, subsequently extended the Phase-I till
31st March 2019 with an increased kitty of H8950 million. The initial phase
of this scheme was chiefly concerned with incentivising the demand for EVs,
development of a technology platform, setting up of charging infrastructure
throughout the country, and execution of pilot projects. On 8th March 2019,
DHI notified the next phase of FAME with a budget of H100 billion which
becomes effective from 1st April 2019 for three years (Ministry of Heavy
Industries and Public Enterprises, 2019). In Phase-II of the scheme, priority
is given to public and commercial vehicle segments while offering the demand
incentives.
In spite of the ambitious outlook of GoI towards electrification of vehicles,
adoption of EV in the country is yet to pick up. Among different factors,
high EV cost, range anxiety, primarily due to lack of charging stations, and
EV charging time pose significant barriers to EV uptake. The perceived
complexity and associated cost of EV-adoption deter the vehicle users
to shift from an age-old, dependable transport technology i.e., Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE)-based vehicles to an entirely new format which
has limited precedence in the country till now. On the flip side, an EV has a
compelling competitive advantage over a comparable ICE-vehicle.
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It is found that the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)1 of an EV could be
considerably lower than an equivalent ICE-vehicle if the vehicle usage level
(total distance travelled by a vehicle over the lifetime) is sufficiently high. The
reason being the savings from the lower operating cost of an EV due to less
energy consumption per km can potentially offset the higher upfront cost of
an EV (University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL, 2018). This cost-advantage
is envisaged to improve further in the near future with the decline in the price
of a lithium-ion battery.
As the TCO of an EV becomes more attractive with higher usage, there is
a strong driver for specific vehicle segments in India which are generally
characterised with high per vehicle annual distance travel to adopt electric
technology. Considering the competitive advantages of an EV and the current
range anxiety, intra-city public buses in India merit consideration to switch to
electric – an opinion echoed by an existing study titled “The Case for All New
City Buses in India to be Electric” (Khandekar et al., 2018).
On the ground also, one can observe that the effort towards electrification of
intra-city public bus fleets is gaining traction. For instance, on 31st October
2017 DHI issued an Expression of Interest (EoI) soliciting proposals from
states or city administrations for multi-modal electric public transport and
also solely electric buses. The selected cities are eligible to receive funding
under the FAME scheme.

THE STATE ROAD
TRANSPORT
UNDERTAKINGS (SRTUS)
IN INDIA MANAGE
OVER 1,00,000
BUSES ACROSS INDIA
REGISTERING OVER 524
BILLION PASSENGERKM ANNUALLY

The State Road Transport Undertakings (SRTUs) in India are an essential
stakeholder in this transition because of the fact that they manage over
1,00,000 buses across India registering over 524 billion passenger-km
annually (Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, 2017).
From the points of view of reducing fuel consumption and local air pollution
and meeting climate goals, making the transition to electric buses from
conventional diesel-run buses2 also augurs well for the government
considering state-owned public bus fleets account about 14% of total diesel
consumption in the transport sector (Press Information Bureau, 2014).
Hence, the state-owned public bus segment is regarded as a sweet spot of
the nation-wide effort to shift to electric mobility. Apart from SRTUs, in many
Indian cities, a significant share of public bus fleets is operated by the private
sector. Because of the high upfront cost to procure buses and set up charging
stations, at present private bus operators may hesitate to migrate to electric
technology; however, in view of the declining cost of EV battery which would
improve the bus TCO further, it is matter of time this segment of public bus
fleet would gradually shift to electric format.
Irrespective of whether the transition to electric format happens today
or tomorrow, extreme care must be taken while rolling out electric buses
(e-buses) – any major disruption in the service of the public bus network in
a city could have grave implications. It is worthwhile to mention here that
a majority of the public transport demand in India, in both rural and urban
areas, is met through bus transport. This is evident from the findings of
the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) in 2016 which states that 66%
and 62% of the households in rural and urban areas respectively reported
expenditures on bus transport (NSSO, 2016).
1
2
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TCO includes capital and operating costs of a vehicle.
Some cities like Delhi have CNG buses.

INSTANCES OF ELECTRIFICATION OF PUBLIC BUS FLEETS IN INDIA
In recent times, SRTUs in major Indian cities are contemplating to introduce
e-buses in their vehicle fleets. In response to DHI’s Expression of Interest
(EoI) dated 31st October 2017 which invited proposals from million-plus cities
and special category states, 44 cities submitted 47 proposals for multimodal electric public transport, out of which 11 cities were selected for pilot
projects. The government has sanctioned a total of 390 buses wherein Delhi,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Jaipur, Mumbai, Lucknow, Hyderabad, Indore and
Kolkata will be given subsidy for 40 buses each, while Jammu and Guwahati
will get subsidy for 15 buses each (UITP, 2018). Telangana State Road
Transport Corporation (TSRTC) has already procured 5 e-buses of 12 m
standard length for its fleet in Hyderabad.

APPROXIMATELY
161 E-BUSES ARE
ALREADY PLYING ON
INDIAN ROADS AS IN
MARCH 2019

It is worth mentioning here that before the aforesaid EoI was floated, there
have been few instances of commercial operation of e-buses for public
transport. For example, Himachal Pradesh Transport Corporation (HPTC)
procured fully electric buses (Figure 1) from the erstwhile Goldstone-BYD
joint venture and started operating them on the Kullu - Manali - Rohtang
Pass route since September 2017. The Goldstone-BYD (now Olectra-BYD)
tie-up had also conducted trials of their buses in Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Chandigarh and Rajkot (The Hindu BusinessLine, 2018). In
Mumbai, Brihanmumbai Electric Supply and Transport (BEST) has acquired
hybrid electric buses from Tata Motors and fully electric buses from OlectraBYD and is operating these buses on select routes since March 2018 (The
Hindu, 2018).

FIGURE 1: 9 M LONG ELECTRIC BUS DEPLOYED IN HIMACHAL PRADESH [SOURCE: (SWARAJYA STAFF, 2017)]
It is reported that approximately 161 e-buses are already plying on Indian
roads as in March 2019 (Balakrishnan, 2019). Many of the e-buses are
operational without availing subsidy benefits under FAME scheme. The Pune
Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal Limited (PMPML) recently deployed 25
e-buses of 9-m length under gross cost contract model (Bengrut, 2019).
The Kerala State Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC) has also started to
operate 9-m long e-buses on both inter-city and intra-city routes
(Radhakrishnan, 2019) (Dogra, 2019).
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Few large-scale procurements of e-buses for public transport are also
expected. For example, the Govt. of Delhi has approved the procurement
of 1,000 e-buses in 2019. The Govt. of Tamil Nadu is also planning to
procure 2000 e-buses (TOI, 2019). The Bangalore Metropolitan Transport
Corporation (BMTC) is also reported to have decided to procure 80 e-buses
(TNM, 2019).

NEED FOR INVESTIGATION – PLANNING OF CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

EV-TRANSPORT IS
UNIQUE FROM THE
REST OF THE ROAD
TRANSPORTATION
MODES DUE TO
THE FACT THAT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION IS
INEXTRICABLY LINKED
WITH THE ELECTRICITY
DISTRIBUTION SECTOR

Electric mobility in India and around the globe is at its infancy and evolving
rapidly. On the one hand, many of the vehicle, battery and charging
technologies are yet to be tested sufficiently in the real-world situation, and
some are still at a prototype stage. On the other hand, the consumers are
trying to understand the nuances of using an EV and figure out how they can
shift to this new format without disturbing their mobility and compromising
with their travel preferences. Moreover, EV-transport is unique from the rest
of the road transportation modes due to the fact that its implementation
is inextricably linked with the electricity distribution sector. Connection
to the required service voltage of the electricity distribution network and
uninterrupted and inexpensive supply of electricity are some essential
requirements for running charging stations.
As the public bus fleets in the cities are embarking on the electric journey,
there is very little space to make errors as it may adversely impact the public
transport system of the city. Rolling out e-buses may pose as a doubleedged sword to the bus service providers3.
Deployment of charging stations in a meticulous way is critical for a bus
service provider to achieve smooth operation of its e-bus fleet and make
the corresponding electrification investment worthwhile. In order to make a
seamless transition to electric mode, it is imperative that the establishment of
required charging infrastructure is planned in advance and with enough duediligence. Among the different operating factors, the range of an e-bus and
charging time could potentially impact the service of a public bus fleet.
Currently, the bus service providers are not familiar of the e-bus operation
and the charging technologies and do not have the necessary technical and
commercial know-how to manage e-bus fleets, especially to plan and set up
charging infrastructure. Also, the OEMs or third-party operators in India are
on a learning curve – they are yet to garner sufficient hands-on experience
in supporting bus service providers to operate fully electric bus fleets. This
engenders the need to carry out comprehensive research on the current e-bus
market and study the operation of a typical intra-city bus fleet in an Indian
city in light of possible electrification.

3
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Include SRTUs and private bus operators

2 Objective, scope
and approach

The study “Charging
India’s Bus Transport”
intends to facilitate the
transition of the public
bus mobility in a Tier-I
or Tier-II city in India to
a fully electric format
by shedding interesting
insights into the e-bus
and charging technology
market and providing
definitive guidance to set
up charging infrastructure
for an intra-city e-bus
fleet. This is arguably
the most detailed study
undertaken on e-bus
transport in the Indian
context.

To this end, the exercise sets three
main objectives:
1.

To develop a tool for evaluating
the suitability of different
charging technologies and
making an objective decision to
select the “best-fit” technology
for charging a typical intra-city
public e-bus fleet

2. To formulate a framework
for examining the optimum
charging capacity required to
meet the charging demand of
an intra-city public e-bus fleet
on a route
3. To create tools which would
serve as a useful guide to set up
charging stations for an e-bus
fleet

The study recognises the need to take a holistic approach to achieve the set
objectives, i.e., to take into cognizance the types of charging technologies and
their technical and commercial details, the available electricity distribution
network, the current e-bus specifications, the intra-city bus operation and
route features, and the space requirement, all together.
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The investigation entails the following main steps:
Understanding the different categories of EV charging
technologies prevalent in matured EV markets and developing
a classification framework specially curated for the Indian
scenario
Carrying out a comparative assessment of the e-bus charging
options and identifying the plausible charging technologies for
the Indian bus fleet
Reviewing the specifications of the e-bus models and the
principal features of an intra-city bus transport network in a
Tier-I or Tier-II Indian city
Identifying the possibilities of charging of a public e-bus
fleet in a city on a route
Developing a unique Multi-Criteria Decision Matrix for
selection of best-fit charging technology for each charging
possibility
Assessing different possible cases of routes of a public e-bus
transport network, based on the relation of headway with
average charging time for an e-bus
Formulating relations between the operation parameters to
evaluate the optimum charging capacity required to meet the
charging demand of an intra-city public e-bus fleet on a
route in the given cases
Testing the effectiveness of the devised relations by
applying real-world values
Providing a much-needed overview of the technical, financial,
spatial and management aspects which are critical from
the point of view of planning the establishment of charging
stations for a public e-bus fleet
The outcome of this exercise should be considered in the context of the
specifications of the e-bus models4 and charging technologies currently
available in the market, and the principal features of an intra-city bus
transport network in a Tier-I or Tier-II Indian city.
It should be borne in mind that the recommendations on the selection of
charging technology and the planning of charging stations are based on the
intra-city public bus network features commonly seen in the Indian cities.
The purpose of this report is to provide general guidance for setting up
charging infrastructure for public buses in an Indian city, and the outcome of
this study should not be construed as specific to a city. The concerned bus
service provider is advised to plan the charging infrastructure for its bus fleet
according to the existing bus network and the route features of a particular
fleet.

4
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Only fully electric bus models have been considered.

3 Review of
e-bus charging
technologies

Charging technology, often
known as a type of Electric
Vehicle Supply Equipment
(EVSE) refers to the
apparatus required to recharge the battery of an
EV. A charger is effectively
the interlink between the
electricity distribution
network and an EV and
primarily consists of an
electricity transfer equipment,
a communication system and
connector(s).

Charging technologies currently
deployed worldwide for charging
e-buses are diverse in their
method of electricity transfer,
power output levels, control and
communication capabilities,
etc. (IEA, 2018). The lack of
international standards for
EVSEs makes it challenging to
compare the different charging
technologies available in the
market in a consistent way and
make an appropriate decision
to select a suitable charging
option for e-buses. Given this
challenge, at the very outset, this study intends to create a framework to
categorise the EV charging technologies for e-buses based on certain salient
features such as their method of electricity transfer, power output levels, etc.
This would help perform objectively a comparative assessment of a range of
charging technologies in the context of e-bus charging.

AN OVERVIEW OF EVSE CLASSIFICATION PRACTICES WORLDWIDE
NO UNIVERSAL STANDARD: The design parameters of an EVSE depend
equally on the available electricity distribution network as much as the
charging requirements of an EV. As neither the electricity grid design is
uniform internationally, nor the EV charging requirements are identical across
vehicle segments, there is no established universal standard to classify the
charging technologies. However, one can observe certain regional standards
in prominent EV markets, including the US, Europe and China. An overview of
the standardisation attempts for classifying EVSEs is presented below.
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US: One of the recognised classification standards for EVSEs is based on the
charging power levels or simply “Levels”5. As early as 1996, three EVSE levels
were defined in the US. The functionality and safety requirements were set for
each level (Morrow, Karner, & Frankfort, 2008). Level 1 and Level 2 charging
were defined for single-phase voltage available in residential and commercial
buildings whereas charging at three-phase voltage, via AC or DC, was
classified as Level 3. The initial US classification covered electricity transfer
by both conduction and induction within the prescribed Levels. Subsequent
revisions of the standard have diluted the classification based on power
levels, shifting focus to the method of electricity transfer 6 (National Electric
Code Commitee, 2016). The details of the original three Levels defined for
EVSEs are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1: PRESCRIBED STANDARD FOR EVSES IN THE US
EVSE Levels
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Voltage rating (V)
120
240
480 V or above

Current range (A)
15 - 20
20 - 100
60 - 400

Power range (kW)
1.4 - 2.4
4.8 - 24
50 - 350

EUROPE: Europe defines four charging Modes7 as shown in Table 2 based on
the charging rates, output power levels as well as the communication between
EV and EVSE (Spöttle et al., 2018). Europe’s Modes for EVSE are different
from US Levels as the former gives adequate consideration to EV-EVSE
communication. The 120V voltage level is not prevalent in Europe and there is
no European counterpart for US Level 1. Both single-phase and three-phase
AC connections are allowed under the first three modes. Mode 3 covers smart
charging aspects such as controlled charging and vehicle-2-grid functionality
(Vesa, 2019). Europe also defines a separate subclass for DC charging under
Mode 4.

TABLE 2: STANDARD FOR EVSES IN EUROPE
Modes

Description

Mode 1 Slow AC charging in households

Voltage
rating (V)
250 / 480

Slow AC charging with semi-active
Mode 2 connection to vehicle to communicate 250 / 480
for safety purposes
AC charging with active connection
Mode 3 between charger and vehicle for safety 250 / 480
and communication for smart charging
DC fast charging, active connection
Mode 4
600
between charger and vehicle

Maximum current
Power
rating (A)
range (kW)
16

3.7-11

32

7.4-22

32

14.5-43.5

400

38-170

CHINA: The charging standards established in China are primarily for
conductive charging via AC or DC. China had adopted erstwhile European
standards8 and subsequently developed its own charging standards9 for
conductive charging system. Hence, the Chinese standard for conductive
electricity transfer encompasses the four European charging Modes

5
6
7
8
9
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As defined by the Infrastructure Working Council formed by Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and subsequently
codified in the National Electric Code (NEC) under article 625
The latest revision of NEC (NFPA 70E) separates provisions related to conductive and inductive power transfer and carves
out another subclass for DC charging
The modes are defined in the international industry norm DIN IEC 61851
GBT 18487.3.2001 and GB/T 20234.2.2001 adopting International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards
GB/T 18487.1.2015 covering Electric Vehicle Conductive Charging System, and GB/T 20234.1, GB/T 20234.2 and GB/T 20234.3
for connection set for conductive charging

described above. China is also reported to be working along with CHAdeMO10
association to work on a DC fast charging standard for charging power up to
900 kW suitable for large vehicles including electric buses (Boyd, 2018).
REST OF THE WORLD: Other than the major three EV markets, the attempts
at standardisation of EVSEs are quite limited or rudimentary. For example,
South Korea is an interesting market for e-buses, which has seen the
implementation of pilot projects using wireless charging and battery swapping
technology. However, the country has no established standard for either of
the technologies. The existing standardisation for EVSEs in South Korea
pertains only to conductive charging, as described in Table 3 (Park, 2016).

TABLE 3: EVSE CLASSIFICATION IN SOUTH KOREA
Charging
Mini
Standard
Rapid

Type
AC charging
AC Charging
DC Charging

Voltage rating (V)
220
220
100-450

Power rating (kW)
<2
3-8
>50

POSSIBLE WAYS TO CLASSIFY CHARGING TECHNOLOGIES
Charging technologies deployed all over the world can be categorised based
on the following four major aspects:
�

Technology used in electricity transfer

�

Power output of the charger

�

Communication and protection protocols

�

Type of connection

1.

TECHNOLOGY FOR ELECTRICITY TRANSFER: The primary
characterisation of EVSEs can be done based on the method of electricity
transfer. EVSE charging can be performed through a wired connection
i.e., by conduction or wirelessly i.e., via induction. In the case of the
former, the electricity transfer can be achieved using AC or DC. Battery
swapping is the third method of electricity transfer where a fully charged
battery replaces a depleted battery. Both battery swapping and inductive
technologies have seen limited commercial deployment, and hence,
standardisation efforts for both these technologies are yet to mature11.

2. POWER OUTPUT: The power output of the charger can be either AC or
DC12. However, the power output range of an EVSE is inextricably linked
to the supply voltage which is readily available in the distribution network,
the maximum output current rating allowed at each voltage and the
charging requirement of an EV.
3. COMMUNICATION AND PROTECTION PROTOCOLS: The third aspect
that has governed the characterisation of an EVSE is communication
technology and protection protocols. It is seen that with the progressive
increase in charger power output, the associated communication and
protection protocols also get more complex. Improved communication
technologies between EVSE and EV facilitates the application of smart
charging functions.
10 CHAdeMO association is an e-mobility collaboration platform which is involved promotion of the CHAdeMO DC charging
standard
11 IEC 61980-1:2015 for wireless charging and IEC 62840-1:2016 for battery swapping systems are the international standards available for the technologies
12 It is important to note that EVSE that facilitates AC charging which requires On-board charger on the Electric Vehicle. DC
charging is performed in cases where the vehicle charger is not On-Board.
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4. CONNECTION BETWEEN EV AND EVSE: In the case of conductive
charging, an EVSE has two types of designs - plug-in or pantograph.
Plug-in connectors13 are common and used in both AC and DC charging.
Pantograph connectors are mostly used in charging at high power using
DC. There is no physical connection between EV and EVSE in case of
inductive charging and battery swapping.
A snapshot of the possible charging technology characterisation is presented
in Figure 2.
Electricity Transfer techonlogy
Conductive
DC

Battery Swapping

AC
Level 1

Power Output
Levels

Communication
and Protection
protocols

Inductive

Level 2
Level 3
Mode 4

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3

Pantograph

Plug in

No physical connection

Connection between EV and EVSE

FIGURE 2: WAYS OF CHARACTERISING DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHARGING TECHNOLOGIES

CLASSIFYING CHARGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR ANALYSES
Charging technologies currently deployed in different parts of the world
greatly vary with functional attributes and applications. Absence of a global
standard of these technologies makes it a challenging task to evaluate
and distinguish them under appropriate categories or sub-categories. To
make an objective assessment of these different technologies, it is therefore
deemed critical to develop a suitable framework for classifying the charging
technologies based on the key attributes. The proposed framework also
considers the standard practices followed in India’s distribution network,
wherever applicable14. The proposed approach for classifying the available
charging technologies is presented in Figure 3. The details of the categories
are given below.

13 Type 1/Type 2/CCS/CHAdeMO/GB-T are common plug-in connectors used in different protocols for AC/DC charging. They
are accounted for under plug-in type of connectors.
14 Standard Voltages of 230V single phase circuit, and 415/11000/33000 for three phase circuits.
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Charging technology
categories

AC Level 1
Conductive

AC charging

AC Level 3

Inductive
Battery Swapping

AC Level 2

DC Charging

DC Plug-in
DC Pantograph

FIGURE 3: CATEGORIES OF CHARGING TECHNOLOGIES

AC CHARGING
An EV can be charged by conductive AC charging technology provided
the former has an on-board charger which can convert supplied AC to DC
power for charging the vehicle battery. AC charging is the most prevalent
type of charging since the grid supplies the electricity in AC. Also, AC
charging technology offers better economy of service in comparison with
DC charging, where the cost of the converter and other auxiliary equipment
adds to the charger cost. However, AC charging is only possible when the
vehicle has an on-board charger, and the capacity of the on-board charger
limits the capacity of AC charging. AC Charging can be categorised into
three levels: Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 considering the standard service
voltages available worldwide. The classification broadly follows the Levelbased standard of US, with less stress on the associated communication and
protection requirements. The upper limits for power output in relevant cases
are set using standard practices15 applicable to the Indian distribution grid.

CASE STUDY: SHENZHEN, CHINA
The Chinese city of Shenzhen is the pioneer in adopting electric mobility to fight air
pollution (Guardian, 2018). The city has successfully electrified its e-bus fleet of over
16,000 buses operated by three bus companies: Shenzhen Eastern Bus Company,
Shenzhen Western Bus Company and Shenzhen Bus Group (ISGF, 2018) (Hall, Cui, &
Lutsey, 2018). The e-bus operators collaborated with charging infrastructure providers
to establish charging facilities at depots and the bus routes maintaining a 1:3 chargerto-bus ratio (Lu, Xue, & Zhou, 2018). Both AC and DC charging technologies are
employed for charging the e-buses in the city (Eurabus, 2017). One of the most common
chargers employed for BYD-supplied buses is an AC charger rated at 80 kW, 415 V, three
phase supply (ISGF, 2018). The typical charging time reported in case of overnight
charging at the depot is around 2 hours. However, there are also charging stations
installed en-route, which are reported to charge the buses in approximately 40 minutes
(Eurabus, 2017). The lead time for setting up the charging stations in 13 depots with 20
to 40 charging stations at each depot was reportedly around three months, while the
process of grid connection took six months. It is also reported that current transformer
stations were built at the depots in order to adjust the charging Voltage (Eurabus, 2017).

15 Maximum current in 230 V single phase AC circuit is considered as 32 A in accordance with the rating of highest single
pole MCB available
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AC LEVEL 1
AC Level 1 charging takes place at the lowest service voltage prevalent
in some parts of the world. The salient technical specifications of Level 1
charging are stated in Table 4.
AC Level 1 charging is an established charging
TABLE 4: AC LEVEL 1 TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
method for EVs as it is a simple plug and
play charging which needs no ancillary
Voltage (V)
120
infrastructure. Hence, the capital cost of
Input current (A)
15 - 20
charging equipment is negligible. The area
Output power (kW)
1.4 - 2.4
required for AC Level 1 EVSE is also minimal as
they are generally wall mounted. However, the
applicable service voltage level is not available in the Indian grid. Also, there is
no reported case of charging of e-buses at AC Level 1.
AC LEVEL 2
AC Level 2 charging entails single-phase
charging performed at the most common
service voltage in the world, as shown in Table
5. There is a case for Level 2 charging in India
as single-phase connections at 230 V is
typical in electricity distribution.

TABLE 5: AC LEVEL 2 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage (V)

230

Input current (A)16

6 - 32

Output power (kW)

1.4 - 7.6

AC Level 2 charging is also a simple plug and play charging using chargers
on board the EV, and it generally requires no ancillary infrastructure. The
cost estimates of the EVSE and ancillary infrastructure are shown in Table
6. Most of the AC Level 2 chargers at the
TABLE 6: COST ESTIMATES FOR AC LEVEL 2
given power level are wall mounted like
Cost of charging
AC 1 chargers. The availability of service
8,000-64,000
equipment (H)
voltage, almost no technical complexity
Cost of ancillary
and insignificant capex requirement makes
Nil
infrastructure (H)
AC 2 a suitable option for charging most
Total cost of
vehicle segments in India. However, there is
8,000-64,000
EVSE (H)
no confirmed case of AC Level 2 charging of
e-buses globally at these power levels17.
AC LEVEL 3
AC Level 3 is the category which considers vehicle charging at three-phase
AC distribution voltage level. The minimum voltage level associated with AC 3
charging in the Indian context is 415 V. Table
7 lists the salient technical specifications
TABLE 7: AC LEVEL 3 CHARGER TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
covering a range of AC Level 3 chargers
currently available in the Indian market. The
Voltage range (V)
415 or above
converter that is on board the EV limit the
Power output (kW)
20 - 8018
maximum power output of the EVSE in this
category (Navigant, 2018).

16 The maximum current is restricted to 32A considering the rating of highest single pole MCB prevalent in India, though
US Level 2 charging allows currents till 100 A. Maximum Power is also calculated at 32A
17 The minimum power level reported for charging of fully electric buses is 20 kW, which will be a 3-phase charging according to Indian standards (ZeEUS, 2017).
18 Lowest range and highest range set according to rating of AC charger available for e-bus in market (BYD, 2019; ZeEUS,
2017)
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The AC Level 3 chargers (Figure 4) available in the market are generally
designed for wall-mount with minimal area requirement. However, those
delivering high charging power require additional ancillary equipment
including step down transformers, associated HT and LT switchgear, cables,
protection system and SCADA
system. AC Level 3 chargers with
TABLE 8: COST ESTIMATES FOR AC LEVEL 3
smart charging capability will
Cost of charging
3,50,000 -6,40,000
equipment (H)
have additional equipment to
Cost of ancillary
facilitate the communication and
2,50,000 -4,00,000
infrastructure (H)
control functions needed for smart
Total cost of EVSE (H) 3,50,00019-10,40,000
charging. The cost-estimates of AC
Level 3 EVSE are presented in Table
8 (Spöttle, et al., 2018).

ONE SHOULD
BEAR IN MIND
THAT AC LEVEL
3 CHARGING IS
ONLY FEASIBLE IF
THE E-BUS HAS
AN ON-BOARD
CHARGER.

AC Level 3 charger with output power as low as 22 kW is typically used for
charging plug-in hybrid e-buses as seen in the European market (ZeEUS,
2017). However, the focus of this study is on fully electric vehicles, and hence,
a charger of higher power output rating is
TABLE 9: SPECIFICATIONS OF A TYPICAL
selected for further analysis. The technical
AC 3 BUS CHARGER CONSIDERED FOR
ANALYSIS
specifications of a typical AC charger20 for
e-bus are presented in Table 9 (BYD, 2019)
Input voltage (V)
415
(ISGF, 2018) (V6 News Telugu, 2017).
Output voltage (V)
415
One should bear in mind that AC Level 3
Maximum output current (A) 126
charging is only feasible if the e-bus has an
Maximum output power (kW) 80
on-board charger.

FIGURE 4: AC III E-BUS CHARGERS IN THE UK [SOURCE: (IAN, 2018)]

DC CHARGING
DC chargers can be classified into two categories based on the design
of the charging systems - plug-in or pantograph. This categorisation is
irrespective of the charging power level. A key advantage of DC charging over
AC charging is the former does not require on-board charger in the EV. Only
in case of continuous charging via catenary, on-board chargers would be
necessary21 (Siemens, 2017).

19 Lower cost is defined without considering cost of ancillary equipment as at lower power levels ancillary equipment is
not necessary
20 The specifications are presented for 80kW (2x40kW) chargers employed by BYD in charging electric buses
21 Refer to Case study: On-Line charging via catenary in Vienna
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CASE STUDY: ON-LINE CHARGING VIA CATENARY IN VIENNA
The city of Vienna is home to a unique bus charging case where the existing electricity
infrastructure for tram-system is utilised. Since October 2012, the transport company,
Wiener Linien has started commercial operation of e-buses in two bus routes with 12
buses which are charged continuously via catenary (Figure 5). The buses have onboard DC-DC converters and bottom-up pantograph systems that facilitate DC charging
at 60 kW. The electricity is
drawn to the on-board batterycharging system from the
existing overhead line of the
tram system. Besides, batteries
of the buses are charged at the
respective terminals of the bus
routes. Each bus with 96 kWh
battery reportedly takes 6 - 8
minutes for charging per cycle
(Siemens, 2014). The Italian
bus manufacturer Rampini and FIGURE 5: ELECTRIC BUS CHARGING VIA CATENARY USING
Siemens formed the consortium AN ON-BOARD BOTTOM-UP PANTOGRAPH SYSTEM IN
VIENNA [SOURCE: (WIKIMEDIA, 2013)]
to execute this project (Siemens,
2017)

DC PLUG-IN
DC plug-in charging entails DC charging by a plug-in connection. The
minimum voltage level associated with
TABLE 10: DC PLUG-IN TECHNICAL
this type of charging is 415 V in the
SPECIFICATIONS
Indian context. The primary technical
Output voltage range (V) 150 - 750
specifications for the range of DC plug-in
chargers (Figure 6) currently available in
Power output (kW)
50 - 150
the market (ZeEUS, 2017) are presented in
Table 10.
Cost-estimates shown in Table 11 show that DC plug-in chargers are
generally costlier than AC chargers (Spöttle et al., 2018) (Elin, 2016). Just
like an AC Level 3 charger with high
TABLE 11: COST-ESTIMATES FOR DC PLUG-IN
output power, DC plug-in charging
Cost of charging
16,00,000 at higher power level would require
equipment
(H)
22,00,000
additional ancillary equipment including
step down transformers, associated HT
and LT switchgear, liquid cooled cables,
protection system and SCADA system.
The estimated minimum area requirement
for a DC plug-in charger is 2 sq.m.

Cost of ancillary
infrastructure (H)

Total cost of EVSE (H)

2,50,000 4,00,000

16,00,00022 26,00,000

50 kW DC plug-in chargers are commonly reported to be used for charging
e-buses (Siemens, 2017) (Proterra,
2016). 150 kW DC plug-in chargers
TABLE 12: SPECIFICATIONS OF A TYPICAL DC
PLUG-IN BUS CHARGER
capable of charging three e-buses
sequentially are also available in the
Input voltage (V)
415 or above
market (ABB, 2018). Nevertheless,
Maximum power (kW)
70
the DC plug-in charger with 70 kW23
22 Lower cost is defined without considering cost of ancillary equipment as at lower power levels ancillary equipment is
not necessary.
23 Additional details are not available in public domain for the 70 kW chargers deployed by Tata Motors in Kolkata (Charger manufacturer is Mass-Tech)
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rating which found mention in a recent e-bus tender result in India has been
considered for further analysis in this study (Khandekar et al, 2018) (refer to
Table 12).

FIGURE 6: DC PLUG-IN CHARGER FOR AN E-BUS IN THE UK [SOURCE: (JORAIR, 2017)]
DC PANTOGRAPH
This category includes DC charging via pantograph with on-board bottomup (Figure 5) or off-board top-down (Figure 7) configuration (Krefeld, 2015)
(Siemens, 2017). The minimum voltage
required for this type of charging is
TABLE 13: DC PANTOGRAPH TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
415 V in the Indian context. The salient
technical specifications for the range of DC Output voltage range (V) 150 - 750
pantograph chargers currently available
Power output (kW)
150 - 650
in the market are stated in Table 13 (ABB,
2017) (ZeEUS, 2017).
It is worthwhile to mention here that DC pantograph charging technology
is expensive and requires auxiliary infrastructure including distribution
transformer (DT), associated LT and HT
TABLE 14: COST ESTIMATES FOR DC
switchgear, cables, protection system,
PANTOGRAPH
SCADA system, etc. (Mäkinen J. , 2016).
Cost of charging
32,00,000 The estimated cost of the charging system
equipment
(H)
1,12,50,000
is to the tune of over H12 million (refer
to Table 14) (Elin, 2016) (Spöttle et al.,
2018). Typical area requirements for a
DC Pantograph system and a DC Plug-in
system are considered to be similar.

Cost of ancillary
infrastructure (H)

6,00,000 12,50,000

Total cost of EVSE (H)

38,00,000 1,25,00,000

DC pantograph systems are found to be employed for charging e-buses
with off-board chargers or on-board converters24 (Siemens, 2017). E-buses
having ultra-capacitors as energy storage options are also found to be
charged via DC pantograph. DC pantograph systems rated 150 kW or above
24 Refer to Case study: On-Line charging via catenary in Vienna
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are deployed mostly in the European
TABLE 15: SPECIFICATIONS OF A TYPICAL DC
markets (ZeEUS, 2017). The e-buses PANTOGRAPH BUS CHARGER
observed in such cases also have
Input voltage (V)
415 or above
corresponding arrangements that
Output voltage (V)
150-750
facilitate charging via pantograph
Maximum
output
current
(A)
500
method. The salient technical
specifications for a typical DC
Maximum output power (kW)
300
Pantograph charger considered for
this study are stated in Table 15.

FIGURE 7: DC PANTOGRAPH CHARGING OF E-BUS USING AN OFF-BOARD BOTTOM-DOWN ARRANGEMENT
IN LUXEMBOURG [SOURCE: (KYLE, 2017)]
CASE STUDY: DC PANTOGRAPH CHARGING IN THE CITY OF GENEVA
The city of Geneva employs DC pantograph-based technology for charging trolley
e-buses (ABB, 2019). The city’s public transport operator, Transports Publics Genevois
(TPG) along with Swiss bus manufacturer HESS and charging infrastructure provider,
ABB piloted e-buses on the route connecting the city’s airport to suburban areas
(Wagenknecht, 2017). The 18m long TOSA e-buses operate without catenary and are
charged at selected bus stops, terminals and depots instead. The e-buses are charged
at three different output power levels: 600 kW, 400kW and 45 kW. The 600 kW ‘flash’
charging stations which provide a quick power boost in a short span of 15-20 seconds
are reportedly the fastest in the world. The 400 kW and 45 kW charging stations charge
the battery for 5 and 30 minutes respectively.

INDUCTIVE CHARGING
The inductive charging category includes all charging technologies which
achieve wireless transfer of electricity, either by static or dynamic induction.
The minimum voltage required for this type of charging is 415 V in the Indian
context. The salient technical
TABLE 16: INDUCTIVE CHARGING TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
specifications for a range of
Output voltage range (V)
415 or above
inductive chargers currently available
in the market are presented in Table
Power output (kW)
50-250
16 (Wave, 2019).
As far as economics is concerned, inductive charging technology using
underground power delivery systems are found to be expensive, although
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the required area for installation is minimal. These systems require auxiliary
infrastructure including special high-frequency transformer, associated
LT and HT switchgear, cables, protection
TABLE 17: COST ESTIMATES FOR
system, SCADA system, vehicle alignment
INDUCTIVE CHARGING
monitoring system, etc. The estimated cost
Cost of charging
2,25,00,000
of an inductive charging system is more than
equipment (H)
or above
H 22 million (refer to Table 17) (Elin, 2016).
Cost of ancillary
3,80,000 infrastructure (H)
7,20,000
Wireless charging is not a conventional
Total cost of
2,28,80,000
technology for charging of e-buses.
EVSE (H)
or above
Wireless transfer technology is also
prone to electromagnetic interference
related challenges (Ahn, 2017). In most cases, the technology is used
for range extension of EVs (Wave, 2019) (Stewart, 2014). However, the
technology merits consideration in the context of e-bus charging given the
implementation of On-Line Electric Vehicle (OLEV) systems at Gumi and
Sejong in South Korea. The Milton Keynes
TABLE 18: SPECIFICATIONS OF TYPICAL
Demonstration Project is another example of
INDUCTIVE BUS CHARGER CONSIDERED
inductive charging (Miles & Potter, 2014). The FOR ANALYSIS
technical specifications of a typical charger
Input voltage (V)
415
considered for analysis are based on the
Maximum current (A)
200
Korean OLEV system (refer to Table 18) (Ahn,
Maximum power (kW)
200
2017).

CASE STUDY: WIRELESS CHARGING IN GUMI
The city of Gumi, South Korea debuted in e-bus operation in 2014, where the fleet
is charged via induction (Ahn, 2017). The Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST) developed the proprietary magnetic resonance technology used for
charging e-bus batteries under a $69 million funding from the government (Yeon-soo,
2019). Every On-Line Electric Vehicle (OLEV) e-bus is equipped with a special receiver
which can collect electric power wirelessly from the underground power supply while
in motion or at the stationary condition. An inductive charging station (Figure 8) with a
rated output power of 200 kW also has special equipment which converts the electricity
received from the grid to high-frequency currents (Suh, 2014). The project has a total
144m underground power supply system in the 24 km route which was installed post a
regulatory revision allowing power line installation on the road. The OLEV systems are
reported to operate at an efficiency of 85%.

FIGURE 8: INDUCTIVE CHARGING OF E-BUS IN KOREA
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BATTERY SWAPPING
Battery swapping based charging entails cases where depleted vehicle
batteries are swapped with fully charged batteries. This is not a common
technology in practice for charging of e-buses. A few trials of battery
swapping in the bus segment have been reported in China (Hua, 2012), South
Korea (Park, 2016) and Taiwan (Alees, 2014). On the other hand, a pilot
e-bus project involving battery swapping is underway at Ahmedabad in India
(Wangchuk, 2019) (John, 2019) (Sun Mobility, 2018).
Battery swapping system consists of the battery charging system and the
battery swapping mechanism. Hence, the technical parameters for a battery
swapping system would depend on both the charging point for batteries and
the swapping infrastructure. Hardly any information is available on the power
requirement for swapping operation. The minimum voltage required for this
type of charging is considered to be 415 V in the Indian scenario.
The time required for swapping may range between 2.5 minutes to 10 minutes
(Wangchuk, 2019) (Alees, 2014). Battery swapping technology requires
special equipment such as battery-swapping arms and battery movement
system, along with the battery charging system, which would potentially
increase the capital and operating
TABLE 19: COST ESTIMATES FOR BATTERY
costs. The ancillary infrastructure would
SWAPPING
also include distribution transformer,
Cost of charging
3,20,00,000
associated LT and HT switchgear, cables,
equipment (H)
or above
protection system and SCADA system.
Cost of ancillary
2,50,000The estimated cost for battery swapping
infrastructure (H)
4,00,000
infrastructure is presented in Table 19
Total cost of
3,22,50,000
(Spöttle, et al., 2018).
EVSE (H)
or above

CASE STUDY: JEJU ISLAND
South Korea is a unique market for e-buses where charging by conductive, inductive
and battery swapping technologies have been employed. E-buses with battery
swapping technology operate on Jeju Island (Park, 2016). The e-buses used in this
project has 51 kWh battery bank which is mounted on the roof of the bus. The battery
swapping stations (Figure 9) located at the bus-stops have battery charging facilities
and robotic systems for swapping. At the swapping station, there are two automatic
robotic systems to remove the depleted battery from the bus and attach a fully charged
battery. The swappable batteries used in this project weigh approximately 760 kg and
has a special shock absorption design feature (Begins, 2019).

FIGURE 9: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF BATTERY SWAPPING STATION IN JEJU ISLAND, KOREA
[SOURCE: (BEGINS, 2019)]
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CASE STUDY: AHMEDABAD
The city of Ahmedabad can be considered as an outlier in India’s e-bus landscape. It
is the only city which is carrying out a trial of ‘battery swap’ technology (Figure 10).
The city is the home to a unique Bus Rapid Transit system which is used as the test
bed for the demonstration of this technology. However, battery swappable buses
only constitute one-third
(18 out of 50) of e-buses
currently deployed in the
city (Vora, 2019). The initial
trial of the battery swappable
model with smaller, lighter
battery packs (Wangchuk,
2019) and shorter range
(Shyam, 2018) is planned to
service a 31km route in BRTS
(Indian Express, 2019). Bus
manufacturer, Ashok Leyland
has collaborated with the
energy service provider, Sun
Mobility to implement the
battery charging infrastructure
FIGURE 10: BATTERY SWAPPING DEMONSTRATION FOR
and swapping system (Sun
THE E-BUS MODEL USED IN AHMEDABAD, INDIA [SOURCE:
Mobility, 2018).

(REHAAN, 2018)]
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4 Comparative
assessment of
the charging
options

Taking into cognizance that it may not be plausible to employ every available
charging technology to recharge the entire range of EV segments (e.g., 2- and
3-wheelers, 4-wheeler passenger cars, buses, light commercial vehicles, etc.),
the study undertakes a thorough comparative assessment of the abovementioned charging options using a set of critical parameters to identify the
ones which could be practically employed for charging e-buses in India (refer
to Tables 20(a) and 20(b)). The values and details of the parameters are
considered based on the technical and financial specifications observed in the
market and are applicable in India’s context.
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TABLE 20 (A): COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE AVAILABLE OPTIONS FOR CHARGING ELECTRIC BUSES
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Parameters

AC Level 1

AC Level 2

AC Level 3

Input voltage from grid
(V)

120 a

230 b

415 or above b

Output range of
chargers available in
market (kW)

1.4 - 2.4 d

1.4 - 7.6 e

20 - 80 f

Output power
considered for analysis
(kW) h

2.2 i

6.8 i

80 j

Charging/ Swapping
timen

55 - 65 hours o

17 - 20 hours o

1.5 - 2 hours o

Electricity connection
required q (HT/ LT)

Required service voltage
is not available in India

LT

HT

Ancillary infrastructure
required r

No ancillary
infrastructure required
(simple plug and play)

No ancillary
infrastructure required
(simple plug and play)

Distribution Transformer, HT /
LT switchgear, cables, protection
relays and SCADA

Auxiliary energy
consumption

Nil

Low

Low

Area requirement per
EVSE (m2)

0.09 (wall mounted)

0.8

0.8

Capital cost of charging
technology s (H)

Negligible

8,000 - 64,000

3,50,000 - 6,40,000

Cost of ancillary
infrastructure s (H)

0

0

2,50,000 – 4,00,000

Cost of electricity for
charging

Required service voltage
is not available in India

As per LT connection
norms

As per HT connection norms

Maintenance cost (%)

10% of installation cost for periodic maintenance t; 2% of installation cost for regular
maintenance t

Ease of drawing
electricity from the
distribution network

Service voltage is not
available in India

Not difficult; service
voltage is available from
a regular wall outlet

Moderately difficult; possible
to draw electricity through a DT
connected to a HT line

Established
precedence for
charging buses

No

No

Yes

TABLE 20 (B): COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE AVAILABLE OPTIONS FOR CHARGING ELECTRIC BUSES
Parameters

DC Plug-In

DC Pantograph

Inductive
charging

Battery swapping

Input voltage from grid
(V)

415 or above b

415 or above b

415 or above b

415 or above b, c

Output range of
chargers available in
market (kW)

50 - 150 g

150 - 650 g

50 - 250 g

Data not publicly
available c

Output power
considered for analysis
(kW) h

70 k

300 l

200 m

No typical value
assumed c

Charging/ Swapping
timen

1.7 - 2 hours o

~ 25 minutes o

Not reported

2.5 - 10 minutes p

Electricity connection
required q (HT/ LT)

HT

HT

HT

HT c

Ancillary infrastructure
required r

Distribution
Transformer, HT /
LT switchgear,
liquid cooled cables,
protection relay and
SCADA

Distribution
Transformer, HT
/LT switchgear,
liquid cooled
cables, protection
relays and SCADA

Distribution
Transformer, HT /
LT switchgear, road
embedded cables,
protection relay
and SCADA

Distribution
Transformer, HT
/LT switchgear,
cables, protection
relays and SCADA

Auxiliary energy
consumption

Low

Medium

High

High

Area requirement per
EVSE (m2)

2

2

2

No typical value
assumed c

Capital cost of charging
technology s (H)

16,00,000 – 22,00,000

32,00,000 –
1,12,50,000

2,25,00,000 or
above

3,20,00,000 or
above

Cost of ancillary
infrastructure s (H)

2,50,000 – 4,00,000

6,00,000 –
12,50,000

3,80,000 – 7,20,000 2,50,000 – 4,00,000

Cost of electricity for
charging

As per HT connection
norms

As per HT
As per HT
connection norms connection norms

Maintenance cost (%)

10% of installation cost for periodic maintenance t; 2% of installation cost for regular
maintenance t

As per HT
connection norms

Ease of drawing
electricity from the
distribution network

Moderately difficult;
possible to draw
electricity through a DT
connected to a HT line

Difficult; must
be drawn only
from an 11/33
kV substation
which is not as
accessible as a HT
line

Moderately
difficult; possible
to draw electricity
through a DT
connected to a HT
line

Moderately
difficult; possible
to draw electricity
through a DT
connected to a HT
line

Established
precedence for
charging buses

Yes

Yes

Limited u

Limited u

a Voltage set according to parameters specified in the National Electric Code
(NEC), USA (Morrow, Karner, & Frankfort, 2008)
b Voltage set at the typical single phase and three phase AC distribution in
India
c Depends on both charging point for battery and the swapping infrastructure
d Power range set considering 12-20A input current range specified in NEC
(Morrow, Karner, & Frankfort, 2008)
e Power range set considering 16-32A input current range for the Indian
context, which also follows European modes defined for AC charging (Spöttle
et al., 2018)
f Lowest range and highest range set according to of rating of AC charger
available for e-bus in the market (BYD, 2019; ZeEUS, 2017)
g Power range set according to the range of e-bus chargers available in the
market (ZeEUS, 2017) (ABB, 2017) (Siemens, 2017) (Wave, 2019)
h Considering charging requirement for one e-bus at a time
i Highest possible power considered at power factor 0.9
j Rating of BYD e-bus charger available in the market (BYD, 2019)

k Rating of TATA electric charger as per the tender information available
(Khandekar A. et al., 2018)
l Assumed based on the study of e-bus chargers in the market (ZeEUS, 2017;
ABB, 2017)
m Rating of OLEV electric charges in South Korea (Park, 2016)
n For rated battery capacity of 200 kWh
o Refer Appendix A - Charging time estimation for more details
p Swapping time set based on available details (Wangchuk, 2019) (Alees, 2014)
q Connection requirement is assessed as per India’s grid code
r Requirement assessed based on industry accepted standards (Mäkinen J.,
2016)
s Costs are estimated based on available literature and market values (Spöttle
et al., 2018) (Navigant, 2018) (EVConnectors, 2019) (SPDCTL, 2018) (IndiaMART,
2019)
t Periodic maintenance every four years and regular maintenance every year
u Few pilot cases of inductive charging and battery swapping for electric buses
have been reported.
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Based on the practicality-assessment (as summarised in Table 20), it is found that:
 AC-I technology requires a service voltage which is not prevalent in India.
 There is no confirmed case of AC-II charging of e-bus globally at India’s power level
(<7.4kW).

THE PLAUSIBLE CHARGING
TECHNOLOGIES FOR
BUSES ARE AC-III AND DC
CHARGING

 Adoption of battery swapping technology for e-buses is at a pilot scale. The
complexity of the operation of the technology, high cost of installation and operation,
and the requirement for significant modification of the bus design are some of the
significant hurdles in its implementation.
 Inductive charging is not preferred due to the complex nature of the system, high cost
of installation, the necessity for modification of roads and low efficiency in energy
transfer (Ahn, 2017).

Thus, this study has shortlisted the plausible charging technologies for buses,
which are AC-III and DC charging. The latter has two sub-classes depending
on the EVSE design – Pantograph and Plug-in. These are further examined
to select the “best-fit” against a charging requirement of an intra-city e-bus
fleet.
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5 Setting the
context for
e-bus operation
in the Indian
cities

This study is based on a practical context
that takes into account the specifications of
e-buses currently available in India and the
bus transport networks which are prevalent
in the Tier-I and Tier-II Indian cities.

INTRA-CITY PUBLIC BUS NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
The study aims to deduce a model set of e-bus specifications and intra-city
bus network features for analysis of charging requirements. To this end, the
study reviews the principal features of a typical intra-city public bus transport
network commonly seen in Tier-I and Tier-II cities in India. The research
identifies the following key features.
1.

The network may be with/ without a dedicated corridor.

2. The bus network consists of depots/ terminals (generally referred to as
nodes) where the bus trips begin or end.
3. There are separate nodes for the start and end of a bus trip.
4. Certain portions of different bus routes may overlap.
5. The nodes currently act as spaces for:
i.

Repairing and servicing the buses

ii.

Parking buses overnight

iii. The drivers and conductors to rest post completion of a trip before
they start on their next trip
iv. Boarding or de-boarding of passengers who are beginning or
finishing their trips at the depot
v.

Fleet operators to run their day-to-day operations
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IT IS FOUND THAT AN
INTRA-CITY BUS IN THESE
CITIES COVERS A ROOTMEAN-SQUARE (RMS)
DISTANCE OF 32.9 KM IN A
SINGLE TRIP, WHICH CAN
BE ROUNDED OFF TO THE
NEAREST HIGHER INTEGER
- 33 KM.

For a public e-bus fleet, the nodes could be potentially the primary places for
charging e-buses considering the following factors:
�

Ease of setting up the charging station

�

Less requirement for charging during operation hours of the bus fleet

�

Supporting the range of an e-bus on a long route

An e-bus route could also consider a multi-leg trip whereby after completing
a leg, the bus would halt at an intermediate halting point equipped with the

LONGEST AND SHORTEST BUS ROUTES OF TIER-I AND TIER-II INDIAN CITIES

RMS ROUTE LENGTH

32.9KM

BENGALURU

84,43,675

709KM2

46.7KM
12.5KM

426KM

39.2KM
5.6KM

CHENNAI

46,81,087

2

DELHI

1,10,34,555

1,484KM2

60.2KM
9.2KM

MUMBAI

1,24,42,373

603KM2

33.3KM
2.1KM

HYDERABAD
32.1KM
8.8KM
68,09,970

650KM2

KOLKATA
64.3KM
6.9KM
44,96,694

205KM2

PUNE
42.8KM
8.7KM
31,24,458
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331KM2

charging equipment. Important boarding/ de-boarding locations within the
bus transport network qualify as the intermediate halting points. In such a
case, the halting time would be longer than usual. Hence, an intermediate
charging station should only be considered when the range of the e-bus is not
sufficient to cover the entire route length.
Route lengths are a critical factor for planning the establishment of charging
infrastructure for public e-bus transport. This study has assessed the longest
and shortest bus routes of the Tier-I and Tier-II Indian cities.

POPULATION

AREA

BUS ROUTES

LONGEST
SHORTEST

SURAT

44,62,002

326KM2

20.6KM
6.5KM

LUCKNOW
51.7KM
6.2KM
28,17,105

349KM2

AHEMDABAD

56,33,927

23.8KM
3.2KM
464KM2

JAIPUR
62.1KM
2.7KM
30,46,163

485KM2

BHOPAL

17,98,218

286KM2

64.2KM
19.1KM

CHANDIGARH

10,55,450

114KM2

38.3KM
7.2KM

MYSURU
32.7KM
6.9KM
8,93,062

156KM2

FARIDABAD
39.9KM
16.6KM
14,04,653

743KM2
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It is found that an intra-city bus in these cities covers a root-mean-square
(RMS) distance of 32.9 km in a single trip, which can be rounded off to the
nearest higher integer - 33 km. The RMS distance has been considered as the
best indicator of the central value for the data available on route lengths of
the cities as mentioned above because if the data have a significant number
of outliers, the calculation of the average of the route lengths will lead to a
skewed and possibly a lower value.

ELECTRIC BUS SPECIFICATIONS
AVAILABLE E-BUS MODELS
The study has taken into account the e-bus models as listed in Table 22
which are currently available in the Indian market.

TABLE 22: E-BUS MODELS CONSIDERED IN THE STUDY
S.
No.

Bus model

1

Starbus Ultra Electric 9/12 EV

2
2

Length of bus (m)

Manufacturer

12

Tata Motors

Starbus Ultra Electric 6/9 EV

9

Tata Motors

Eco-Life (12m)

12

JBM

3

Eco-Life (9m)

9

JBM

4

eBUZZ K9

12

Olectra-BYD

5

eBUZZ K7

9

Olectra-BYD

6

Skyline Pro-E

9

Eicher Motors

7

12FP150

12

Foton-PMI

8

9FP102

9

Foton-PMI

9

CircuitS

12

Ashok Leyland

10

e-Cosmo – T32

8

Mahindra & Mahindra

11

e-Cosmo – T36

9

Mahindra & Mahindra

12

e-Cosmo – T40

10

Mahindra & Mahindra

The analyses of the e-bus models have been summarised below.

SIZE OF AN E-BUS

THE PASSENGERCARRYING CAPACITY
OF A PUBLIC E-BUS
FLEET ON A ROUTE
SHOULD REMAIN
AT PAR WITH THE
BASELINE I.E., THE
BUS FLEET PREELECTRIFICATION
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A critical fundamental premise of the study is the passenger-carrying
capacity of a public e-bus fleet on a route should remain at par with the
baseline i.e., the bus fleet pre-electrification. This implies that a 9-meter
ICE bus should be replaced at least by a 9-meter e-bus and a 12-meter
ICE bus should at least be replaced by a 12-meter e-bus to maintain the
same level of service post electrification. Consequently, the frequency of
service on a particular bus route would either decrease (in case of acquisition
of higher capacity e-buses) or remain the same (in case of acquisition of
similar capacity e-buses), thereby warranting no change in the operation
of the bus fleet. Replacement by a lower capacity e-bus would result in a
higher frequency of service, thereby requiring a higher number of vehicular,
infrastructural and support units and resulting in higher traffic on the route.
Availability of 12-meter e-bus in the market is not a challenge. In this study,
e-buses of 12-meter length have been considered for further analyses.

BATTERY CAPACITY OF E-BUSES
The currently available e-bus models with 12-meter length mostly have
battery capacities of 300 kWh (ISGF, 2017). The price of a bus powered
by a 300 kWh battery is almost four times the price of a comparable diesel
bus and nearly ten times the price of a similar capacity CNG/ LNG bus. This
makes 300 kWh e-buses economically unattractive when pitted against their
diesel and alternate fuel counterparts considering their TCO values (ISGF,
2017).
One should explore the possibility of adopting a lower battery capacity for an
intra-city e-bus fleet considering that battery accounts 50% to 60% of the
cost of an e-bus and also the average bus-route length, slow traffic speed
and cases where an HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning) system
is not deployed in the baseline. Hence, two battery capacities have been
considered for further analyses - 100 kWh and 200 kWh which are the other
battery options for e-buses currently.
Maximum depth of discharge (DoD) is an important parameter to gauge the
performance of a battery and in turn, of the EV. Each battery has a rated
battery capacity (RBC), which is the total amount of energy that the battery
contains. In practice, this energy does not correspond to the total energy
available for usage (XDADevelopers, 2014). Going by the thumb rule for
lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries (commonly called LFP batteries)
which are prevalent worldwide and in India in EVs, it can be considered that
around 30% of a battery’s rated energy capacity is non-usable and must be
reserved in the battery to maintain health of the battery (Buchmann, 2016).
Therefore, as soon as a battery is discharged to approximately 30% of its
rated capacity, it automatically shuts off and allows no further discharge
(Buchmann, 2016). Thus, a battery can sustain a DoD up to 70% i.e.,
minimum state of charge (SoC) of 30%.
It is worthwhile to highlight here that this 70% of the rated battery capacity
is displayed as 100% on the display panels of the EVs and is called the
displayed battery capacity (Buchmann, 2016).
Of the available 70%, it is recommended that the battery of an e-bus should
never be discharged below 15% (ideally) or in extreme cases, below 10% to
avoid any possibility of getting stranded.
This implies that for the 100 kWh and 200 kWh battery capacities, the total
energy that would practically be available for running an e-bus would be 70
kWh (i.e., 70% of 100 kWh) and 140 kWh (i.e., 70% of 200 kWh) respectively.
Of the 70% energy that is available in both capacities of batteries, 15% has
to be reserved as the minimum energy (charge) left in a battery when an
e-bus arrives at a charging station in order to avoid range anxiety.
Therefore, the usable energy in a battery with rated capacity x kWh is (70(70*15%))%* x kWh (Figure 11). Thus, for a battery rated 100 kWh, usable
energy is estimated to be 59.5 kWh whereas it is 119 kWh for a battery rated
200 kWh.
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15% of
70% RBC

30% RBC
Minimum
SoC in the
battery

Total usable
energy in
battery = 85% of
70% of RBC

Owing to
range anxiety
RBC: Rated Battery Capacity; SoC: State of Charge

FIGURE 11: ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EV BATTERY

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND DRIVING RANGE OF E-BUSES
BYD, Tata Motors and Ashok Leyland, which are the major OEMs in the e-bus
segment in India, have quoted the energy consumption values per km (Table
23) by their e-bus models when in operation.

TABLE 23: ENERGY CONSUMPTION VALUES AS QUOTED BY DIFFERENT E-BUS MANUFACTURERS
HVAC system
(present/ absent)

Energy consumed per
km
(kWh/ km)

Tata Motors

Absent

0.7 - 0.8

9

Tata Motors

Present

0.9* - 1.1*

3

9

Olectra-BYD

Absent

0.7 – 0.8

4

12

Tata Motors

Absent

1.3 - 1.4

5

12

Tata Motors

Present

1.7* - 2.0*

6

12

Ashok Leyland

Absent

1.2 - 1.3

7

12

Ashok Leyland

Present

1.8 - 1.9

8

12

Foton PMI

Present

0.83

9

9

Foton PMI

Present

0.85

S. No.

e-Bus length (m)

1

9

2

Manufacturer

*

CONSIDERING THE
BUS ROUTE LENGTHS
IN CITIES IT CAN BE
CONCLUDED THAT A 200
KWH RATED BATTERY
IS MOST SUITED FOR A
12-M E-BUS INTRA-CITY
FLEET IN INDIA.
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According to Tata Motors, e-buses fitted with HVAC systems consume 30%-40% more energy than e-buses without
HVAC systems.
Sources: ISGF’s Report on Implementation Plan for Electrification of Public Transportation in Kolkata, Model Details and
Technical Specifications of Foton PMI and Olectra-BYD Buses
Note: The values for e-buses of Foton PMI seem to be outliers when compared to other e-bus models of same lengths
and equipped with HVAC systems. Also, an anomaly has been detected in the fuel economy values of Foton PMI
e-buses as a 12m e-bus appears to consume less energy per kilometre than a 9m e-bus.

For further analyses, a range of mileage values (energy consumption per km)
have been taken into account. The maximum and minimum values for energy
consumption per km are considered to be 2 kWh and 0.83 kWh respectively.
The values listed above have been taken into consideration irrespective of the
e-bus models being equipped or not with the HVAC system.
Based on the above energy consumption values for e-buses, a battery rated
100 kWh would allow an e-bus to travel a maximum distance of 74.4 km and
a minimum distance of 29.8 km. On the other hand, a 200 kWh batterypowered e-bus would offer a driving range between 59.5 km and 148.8 km.

Considering the RMS of bus route lengths in the given cities which is
approximately 33 km, it can be concluded that a 200 kWh rated battery is
most suited for a 12-m e-bus intra-city fleet in India. This battery capacity
would also help keep the capital expenditure on acquisition of e-buses fairly
low for bus fleet operators (ISGF, 2017). A conservative value of the driving
range has been considered i.e., 59.5 km for all subsequent analyses. It is
worthwhile to mention here that further investigation is necessary to evaluate
the driving range profile of an e-bus as it depends on several design and
operational factors such as the efficiency of drivetrain, the kerb weight, the
average and maximum gradient of the route, the climatic condition, etc.
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6 Possibilities of
bus charging and
selection of
“best-fit” charging
technology

Successful rollout of a public
e-bus fleet in
a city hinges
on careful
planning of
charging
infrastructure.

To plan charging infrastructure for an e-bus fleet,
it is imperative to take into account three key
elements:
�

Where to charge i.e., at the depots (nodes)
and/ or en-route

�

When to charge i.e., overnight and/ or during
operating hours

�

How to charge i.e., identifying type(s) of
charging technology to be adopted

These three elements should ensure that charging the fleet does not
negatively affect the regular bus service on the concerned bus route.
Considering the present operation of an intra-city public bus network and the
ease of setting up charging stations (which depends on availability of busbays for charging, space for installing chargers, control and monitoring, etc.),
the investigation understands that the origin and destination nodes (depots)
are the most suitable locations
for charging e-buses on a
Against this background, this study examines
particular route. The bus charging
the following possibilities of charging an
at the depots/ terminals can be
e-bus fleet on a route.
attended post-completion of
Charging at the depots of the
trips during the operating hours
public bus transport network
of the bus transport network in
post completion of trip(s)
the city or overnight when the
bus transport pauses for hours.
Charging at the depots
The role of overnight charging
overnight
is to reduce the requirement for
charging during operational hours
Charging at an intermediate
of the bus fleet and thus, to make
charging station between the
sure that the charging time does
origin and destination nodes
not negatively affect the service
during a multi-leg trip
frequency of the concerned route.
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IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO
SET UP INTERMEDIATE/
EN-ROUTE CHARGING
STATIONS.

Of the possibilities listed above, the purpose of en-route charging at an
intermediate charging station is to replenish an e-bus with sufficient charge
to reach the destination depot if a case arises where the range of the bus
may not be adequate to make the trip. In its assessment of the intra-city
bus routes in India, this research estimates that the minimum possible driving
range of an e-bus considered for this study is 59.5 km which is greater than
the RMS route length (33 km) by a comfortable margin. This implies that an
e-bus with the proposed range would be able to complete a trip successfully
without requiring a charge en-route. As any need to charge an intra-city
e-bus fleet between the origin and destination nodes is not envisaged, it is
not necessary to set up intermediate/ en-route charging stations.
The identified charging possibilities set the stage for the selection of “bestfit” charging technology among the available options in the market, followed
by analyses of different cases to devise inter-relations between the operation
parameters of an e-bus fleet which would guide the planning of establishment
of charging infrastructure for an e-bus fleet.
Selection of a charging technology for a particular charging possibility of
a specific vehicle segment is a costly riddle to solve since the effectiveness
and feasibility of deployment and use of a charging technology hinge on
a range of factors, both technical and economic. On the one hand, the
technology should be suitable to satisfy the criteria for charging the vehicle
(e.g., charging time, grid infrastructure needed, etc.) and on the other hand,
its establishment and operation should be cost-effective. Considering that
charging and battery technologies are still evolving, it is possible that none
of the charging options currently available in the market would satisfactorily
meet all the preferences and hence, the selection of a suitable charging
technology may involve trade-offs. However, to objectively decide on the
trade-offs is a complex task and a framework would be useful in this regard.
Taking into cognizance the possible complexity to identify the “best-fit”
technology for charging of e-bus at a depot overnight or during operating
hours, the study develops composite Multi-Criteria Decision Matrices
(MCDMs), consisting of a set of techno-economic parameters, each assigned
a weight based on the assessed degree of importance using the following
scale (refer to Figure 12).

1

Least
Important

3

Less
Important

4

5

6

Fairly
Important

7

8

Very
Important

9

10

Most
Important

FIGURE 12: SCALE FOR ASSESSING THE IMPORTANCE OF A PARAMETER
It is worthwhile to state here that the set of technical and economic
parameters considered in the composite MCDMs, and their assigned
weights vary with charging possibilities as the criteria to evaluate “bestfit” also change. While considering the technical or economic parameters
and assigning their respective weights, one should treat them in isolation
from other contesting parameters and in the context of the given charging
possibility. Each charging technology is ranked against individual parameters
whereby the technology which satisfies most the ideal value for a parameter
is ranked highest (e.g., Out of four charging technologies, the most suited
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technology against a particular parameter will have rank “4”). Thus, one
arrives at a normalised weighted rank for a technology. The charging
technology which notches up the highest normalised weighted rank would
qualify as the most preferred option. The least normalised weighted rank
would determine the least preferred option.
The e-bus market in India is still at its infancy and the vehicle/ batteryfeatures as well as charging technologies are evolving rapidly, which may
impact the technical and economic viability of the concerned charging
technologies. Therefore, it is critical to bear in mind that the given rankings
of the charging options are reflective of the present scenario only and may
change in the future. It is advisable that the stakeholders take a fresh look
at the Decision Matrices and revise them after a period to make appropriate
decisions.
As explained above, an e-bus fleet on a route may require to be charged post
completion of trips as well as overnight to maintain the service frequency of
the route. However, in the face of the contrasting trade-offs offered by the
charging technologies against the commonly-used performance standards
(such as charging time, capital cost, operational expenditure, input grid
power, etc.), a particular charging technology may not be the “best-fit” option
for charging e-buses post completion of trips as well as overnight. Hence,
this study deems it important to evaluate the charging technologies in the
contexts of bus charging post completion of trips and overnight separately. To
this end, separate multi-criteria decision matrices have been constructed.
The technical and economic parameters and their weights considered in
the multi-criteria decision matrices to assess the suitability of charging
technologies for charging at a depot post the completion of the trip(s) or
overnight are illustrated in Table 24 and Table 25.

TABLE 24: TECHNICAL PARAMETERS FOR MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS FOR SELECTION OF CHARGING TECHNOLOGY
S.
No.

1.

2.

Parameter

Charging time

Effectiveness
to maintain
service
headway of a
bus route

Ideal value

Justification of the
ideal value

20 minutes

Considering the 3-C
rate of charging a
Li-ion battery

Headway
of the
concerned
route

The headway of
a route may vary
considerably
according to the
attributes of the
bus network and
the route itself. The
charging technology
which charges faster
is more suited to
maintaining service
headways.

Depot charging during
operating hours

Depot charging overnight

Weight: 10

Weight: 4

Justification: It is of
paramount importance as
it will limit the charging
time and help maintain the
service frequency. Hence,
this parameter is given the
maximum weight.

Justification: The practice of
overnight charging would play
a supportive role to charging
during operating hours of the
fleet. Also, during overnight
charging, the demand for
charged vehicles would not be
immediate. Therefore, charging
time here has less importance.

Weight: 10
Justification: This parameter
is deemed critical as
maintaining service headway
at the pre-electrification
level is a pre-requisite. The
importance of this parameter
has to be treated in isolation
and in light of the context i.e.,
depot charging of e-buses
post completion of trips.

Weight: 4
Justification: The purpose for
overnight charging of e-buses
is to complement charging
during operating hours of the
fleet; there is no immediate
requirement to maintain service
frequency of the route. Hence,
less importance i.e., the weight
has been given here.
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S.
No.

Parameter

3.

Grid voltage
required

5.

Area required
per EVSE
(including
allied
infrastructure)

Ideal value

Justification of the
ideal value

415 V

3-phase AC
distribution voltage
has been prescribed
here since it is easy
to access based
on the available
service voltage in
India’s distribution
network.

Depot charging during
operating hours

Depot charging overnight

Weight: 6
Justification: If the voltage required for the vehicle charging is
the same as the grid voltage, then no additional infrastructure
is necessary for charging station installation.

Weight: 4
Minimum area
requirement is most
preferred.

-

Justification: Lower the area required per EVSE, less would be
the space constraint and hence, more convenient it would be
to place an EVSE. Also, less area requirement would help lower
the establishment cost for a charging station. However, it would
not be a significant challenge in this case, as depots usually
have sufficient space to accommodate infrastructural changes.

The specifications of the concerned e-bus model should be considered while
selecting a charging technology as the performance of the latter may vary.

TABLE 25: ECONOMIC PARAMETERS FOR MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS FOR SELECTION OF CHARGING TECHNOLOGY
S.
No.

Parameter

1.

Capital cost
per EVSE

2.

Cost of
electricity for
charging an
e-bus by an
EVSE

Ideal value Justification of the ideal value

Depot charging during
operating hours

Depot charging
overnight

H 3,50,000

Weight: 10
This value has been considered
Justification: Cost of EVSE is the largest component
taking into account the
of the developer’s capital investment. This would
minimum price of the EVSE
have an important bearing on the economic
suitable for bus charging.
feasibility of the project.

Minimum
tariff
applicable

The charging system which
attracts the lowest electricity
tariff would get the highest
rank. Amount of electricity
consumption at system-level is
considered to be fixed.

Weight: 10
Justification: Cost of electricity for charging is the
main operational expenditure to run a charging
station. Here, only energy charge (/ variable cost)
is considered. Demand charge (/ fixed cost) is not
accounted as HT connection would be required to
charge buses by both AC-III and DC fast charger.
Weight: 5

3.

Cost of
ancillary
infrastructure

Minimum
cost

Cost of ancillary infrastructure
depends on the type of EVSE.
The one which entails least
ancillary cost would be
awarded the highest rank.

Justification: Requirement of ancillary/ supporting
infrastructure differs with EVSEs. Individual major
cost heads are listed below:
• AC-III charging system requires a dedicated DT to
operate at full capacity.
• Fast chargers require a cooling system for the
converters/ cables to keep operating at high
power without heating up, which eventually
could slow them down.
Any cost not to be directly incurred by the charging
station developer has not been accounted for.
Weight: 2

4.
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Maintenance
cost per EVSE

H 42,000/
annum

Based on industry practices.
Minimum cost is desirable.

Justification: Maintenance cost which is a
recurring cost includes servicing, repairing and
inspection costs. Its share in total operating cost is
expected to be low.
2% of capex equals regular maintenance cost
and 10% of capex equals periodic (every 3 years)
maintenance cost.

Based on the listed technical and economic parameters and their ideal values,
with the help of the Multi-Criteria Decision Matrix tool, the study assesses the
charging technologies which are suitable for charging e-buses and presently
available in the market. Table 26 presents the Multi-Criteria Decision Matrix
for selection of charging technology for depot charging of e-buses post
completion of the trip(s).

Economic Parameters

Technical Parameters

Parameters

TABLE 26: MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MATRIX FOR SELECTION OF CHARGING TECHNOLOGY FOR CHARGING OF
E-BUSES DURING OPERATING HOURS

Criteria

RAC-III

Pantograph

W*RAC-III RDCP

Plug-in

W*RDCP

RDCC

W*RDCC

Charging time

10

2

20

3

30

2

20

Effectiveness to maintain
service headway of a bus
route

10

2

20

3

30

2

20

Grid voltage required

6

3

18

1

6

3

18

Area required per
EVSE (including allied
infrastructure)

4

3

12

1

4

2

8

Capital cost per EVSE

10

3

30

1

10

2

20

Cost of electricity for
charging a bus by an EVSE

10

3

30

1

10

3

30

Cost of ancillary
infrastructure

5

3

15

1

5

3

15

Maintenance cost per EVSE

2

3

6

1

2

2

4

Sum

57

Normalised Weighted Ranks

AC-III CHARGING
TECHNOLOGY IS
MOST SUITABLE FOR
CHARGING E-BUSES AT
TERMINALS/ DEPOTS
DURING OPERATING
HOURS

DCFC

AC-III

Weight
(W)

151

97

135

2.65

1.70

2.37

W = Weight of a criterion for a particular charging requirement of a specific vehicle segment
R = Rank of a charging technology against a particular criterion
The charging technology which notches up the highest normalised weighted rank would qualify as the most preferred
option. The least normalised weighted rank would determine the least preferred option.

The above MCDM shows that AC-III EVSE gets the highest normalised
weighted rank. This implies that AC-III charging technology is most suitable
for charging e-buses at terminals/ depots during operating hours post the
completion of trips.
Table 27 shows the Multi-Criteria Decision Matrix for selection of charging
technology for charging of e-buses overnight.
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AC-III CHARGING SYSTEM
IS MOST SUITED FOR
CHARGING E-BUSES
OVERNIGHT AT DEPOTS.
HOWEVER, AC CHARGING
IS ONLY POSSIBLE WHEN
THE VEHICLE HAS AN
ON-BOARD CHARGER OF
SUITABLE CAPACITY.

Economic Parameters

Technical Parameters

Parameters

TABLE 27: MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MATRIX FOR SELECTION OF CHARGING TECHNOLOGY FOR CHARGING
OF E-BUSES OVERNIGHT

Criteria

Weight
(W)

DCFC

AC-III

Pantograph

Plug-in

RAC-III

W*RAC-III

RDCP

W*RDCP

RDCC

W*RDCC

Grid voltage required

6

3

18

1

6

3

18

Charging time

4

2

8

3

12

2

8

Effectiveness to
maintain service
headway of a bus
route

4

2

8

3

12

2

8

Area required per
EVSE (including allied
infrastructure)

4

3

12

1

4

2

8

Capital cost per EVSE

10

3

30

1

10

2

20

Cost of electricity for
charging a bus by an
EVSE

10

3

30

1

10

3

30

Cost of ancillary
infrastructure

5

3

15

1

5

3

15

Maintenance cost per
EVSE

2

3

6

1

2

2

4

Sum

45

Normalised Weighted Ranks

127

61

111

2.82

1.36

2.47

W = Weight of a criterion for a particular charging requirement of a specific vehicle segment
R = Rank of a charging technology against a particular criterion
The charging technology which notches up the highest normalised weighted rank would qualify as the most preferred
option. The least normalised weighted rank would determine the least preferred option.

From the normalised weighted ranks in the above MCDM, one could infer
that AC-III charging system is most suited for charging e-buses overnight
at depots. However, it is essential to remember that AC charging is only
possible when the vehicle has an on-board charger of suitable capacity. Thus,
charging by AC III EVSE would add the cost of an on-board charger to the
cost of the e-bus. However, the associated charging infrastructure for AC III
charging is much less than that for DC charging.
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7 Framework for
evaluation of
required charging
capacity at a depot

To plan the charging capacity at a bus depot for a route, the study sets some critical
objectives to achieve. These are:
 To achieve maximum possible utilisation of installed EVSEs serving the charging demand of the route at the depot. This study considers that the optimal average Capacity
Utilisation Factor (CUF) of the EVSEs serving a route, i.e., the percentage of time in a
day the EVSEs are plugged in to EVs, can be 85%. It is not possible to achieve 100% CUF
given the time losses due to several reasons such as manoeuvring of e-buses into and out
of parking bays, plugging in of e-buses, maintenance, etc. Moreover, the daily charging
demand may not be too high. This implies that the EVSEs would be in active service for
85% of the time designated for charging per day on an average.
 To maintain the service frequency of the route at par with the baseline
 To charge an e-bus only when it cannot undertake another full trip on the remaining
battery charge
 To replace the existing ICE buses on a route with an equal number of e-buses i.e., the fleet
size remains the same

To estimate the requisite charging capacity, i.e., the number of AC-III EVSEs
required for a route, the study has developed a framework in the form of a set
of relations involving some key operational parameters.
hn =

Time-gap (headway) between two consecutive buses on nth route (in
minutes). It is the inverse of the service frequency. This variable is
applicable to any route operating from the depot.

hmin =

Time-gap (headway, in minutes) between two consecutive buses on
the highest frequency route (amongst all routes operating from a
depot). It is the inverse of the highest service frequency at a depot.

r

=

Ratio of total time designated for charging e-buses in a day to total
daily operating hours of the bus network. This ratio directly impacts
the number of EVSEs required for charging e-buses on a route.

d

=

Length of the route (in kilometers) from origin depot to destination
depot

n

=

Number of trips completed by an e-bus before charging is needed. It
can be calculated by dividing the driving range of the e-bus by the
route length.

tc

=

Effective charging time for an e-bus (in minutes). An e-bus may be
left with some energy in the battery every time it reaches a depot.
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The energy requirement of the e-bus at the time of charging is equal to
n(d+∆)2 kWh, where 2 represents the fuel economy of the e-bus in kWh/
km and ∆ represents a friction factor25 of the route, due to which the e-bus
may lose some additional energy which is assumed to be 10% of the energy
required to complete one trip.
The effective charging time would depend on the energy requirement of the e-bus, the
output power and the CUF of the EVSE and the ratio of time designated for charging to
operating hours. Therefore, the effective charging time for an AC-III EVSE (output power =
80 kW) is:
			

---- Eqn. 1

Whether the time headway on a route is greater or less than the effective charging time
of an e-bus is the most critical aspect that needs to be taken into account to evaluate the
required charging capacity at a depot.

Hence, two separate cases have been studied in this regard.

CASE I: TIME HEADWAY ON THE MOST FREQUENT ROUTE IS GREATER
THAN/ EQUAL TO EFFECTIVE CHARGING TIME FOR AN E-BUS
Mathematical expression:

---- Eqn. 2

In such a case, one EVSE per bus route would be enough to serve the charging
demand of the route at the depot. Also, it is recommended to consider a common
charging and boarding bay for an e-bus to allow the passengers to board the bus while it
is being charged, an effective way to utilise the charging time.
An important possibility which should be explored is whether an EVSE can serve
multiple routes provided its idle time is enough. To find the answer, one has to consider
some operational sub-scenarios which are as follows.
If the headway of a route is less than twice of the headway of the highest frequency route
of the depot, i.e.
---- Eqn. 2.1
then the idle time of an EVSE would not be sufficient to accommodate the charging
demand of another route.
However, in case the ratio of the headways mentioned above is double or more (but less
than three times), i.e.
---- Eqn. 2.2
then an EVSE would be able to serve two routes and not more. It is important to note
here that both the routes must satisfy equation 2.2 i.e., their headways have to be at least
twice the headway of the highest frequency route but less than triple.
Generalising equations 2.1 and 2.2, the study concludes that if
---- Eqn. 2.3
where m is a positive integer, an EVSE would be able to serve routes (and not more)
provided these routes satisfy equation 2.3.

25 In urban transport, a particular ‘friction factor’ is attributed to a route, which is a result of the time lost in traveling
due to forced delays, poor road (network) quality, barriers, congestion, etc. It is different at different times during the
day and is the highest during the peak hours.
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CASE II: TIME HEADWAY ON THE ROUTE IS LESS THAN THE EFFECTIVE
CHARGING TIME FOR AN E-BUS
Mathematical expression:

----- Eqn. 3

Let
----- Eqn. 3.1
where
In such a case, ]k[ number of EVSEs per route where ]k[ is the least integer greater than or
equal to would be required.

Meticulous planning is necessary to schedule the charging activities at the depot post
completion of trips during operating hours as the charging time could easily disrupt the
route headway. Considering route headway (hn) and effective charging time (tc) for an e-bus
are the two most critical operational parameters for an e-bus fleet on a route, this study
formulates certain relations to plan charging activities centred around these parameters, as
explained below.
By the time the first bus gets fully charged in minutes to undertake a trip, the second e-bus
in line acquires
proportion of the total usable energy. The ]k[th bus at the ]k[th EVSE
acquires 1/k proportion of the total usable energy.

After tc minutes, when the next e-bus queues up for charging, the first EVSE would be idle
to serve the bus. Similarly, after tc x (k + 1)/k minutes since the beginning of charging
operation of the first EVSE, the second EVSE would be able to accommodate another
e-bus for charging. In this manner, all the e-buses would be able to get fully charged and
leave on time and the time headway between two consecutive buses on that route remains
unaffected. Therefore, it can be concluded that in such a case, the node would require
]k[ EVSEs per route.
For all the other routes operating from the same depot, a similar analysis has to be carried
out. It is possible that the analysis may yield different and values for each route.
If the service headway on another route (operating from the same depot) is less than or
equal to the charging time of an e-bus, then one can evaluate the required serving capacity
for that route using the relations of Case I.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE DEVISED RELATIONS
Are the devised relations effective and can they be practically applied? To
test that, this study considers a number of “real world” bus routes from bus
networks in Tier-I and Tier-II cities in India. The routes are identified in a way
that both Case I and Case II can be appropriately simulated. The analysis
rubric consists of:
�

Selection of bus routes in Tier-I and Tier-II Indian cities

�

Consideration of a constant average headway instead of a dynamic
headway; in practice, the headway of a route may vary across the
operating hours.

�

Consideration of AC-III EVSE for e-bus charging and an e-bus with a
rated battery capacity of 200 kWh

To make the analyses robust, this research adds another layer of complexity
while applying the relations. Following two different scenarios are considered
in each of the cases:
Scenario 1

Designated time for charging e-buses is the same as the
network’s daily operating hours i.e., there is no overnight charging

Scenario 2: Designated time for charging e-buses is full day i.e. 24 hours
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SCENARIO 1: DESIGNATED TIME FOR CHARGING E-BUSES SAME AS THE NETWORK’S DAILY OPERATING
HOURS
CASE I: TIME HEADWAY ON THE MOST FREQUENT ROUTE IS GREATER THAN/ EQUAL TO EFFECTIVE CHARGING TIME FOR AN
E-BUS
This study explores route number 605 of DTC (Delhi Transport Corporation), which has bus service for 18
hours a day and 6 daily trips are undertaken with an average time headway of 180 minutes. The route is
approximately 27 km long and two trips can be completed before the bus requires charging. To estimate the
effective charging time for an e-bus on this route, this study applies equation 1, as shown below.

Since the estimated effective charging time is less than the time headway of the route, i.e., here hn>tc,
1 number of AC-III EVSE at a depot would be sufficient to serve the concerned route.

It is worthwhile to mention here that the possibility of sharing of an EVSE amongst multiple routes has not
been considered. However, it is possible to determine it using the devised relations.
To extend the analysis to a Tier-II city, the study has considered route number 17 in Surat city, operated by
Surat Sitilink Limited, which has a daily operating duration of 15 hours. The number of trips made on the
route in a day are 5 and the average time headway is equal to 180 minutes. The route length equals 14.2 km
and an e-bus can complete 3 trips before requiring additional charge. The effective charging time for an e-bus
is estimated using equation 1.

The study finds that the estimated effective charging time is lower than the route headway, or hn>tc. This
indicates that 1 number of AC-III EVSE at a depot would be enough to serve the concerned route.

CASE II: TIME HEADWAY ON THE ROUTE IS LESS THAN THE EFFECTIVE CHARGING TIME FOR AN E-BUS
The study considers route number 623 of DTC. The daily number of trips made on this route are 74 and the
average time headway is equal to 20 minutes. Also, this route is approximately 25 km long and two trips can be
completed before additional charge is required. The effective charging time is calculated using equation 1, as
shown below.

It is found that the effective charging time is greater than the time headway of the route, i.e. hn<tc. The ratio of
effective charging time and time headway is found to be (as per equation 3.1):

Thus, the study finds that the route would require 5 number of AC-III EVSEs at a depot.
The analysis then examines bus route number 15 of Surat city. The number of trips made on this route in a day
are 215 and the average time headway is equal to 4 minutes 30 seconds. The route length is equal to 7.1 km and 7
trips can be completed before additional charge is required. Hence, the effective charging time turns out to be:
4.5
Hence, the route headway is lower than the effective charging time, or hn<tc
The ratio of effective charging time and time headway is as follows:
4.5

21.44

Thus, 22 number of AC-III EVSEs would be required at a depot to serve the route mentioned above.
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SCENARIO 2: DESIGNATED TIME FOR CHARGING E-BUSES IS FULL DAY I.E. 24 HOURS
CASE I: TIME HEADWAY ON THE MOST FREQUENT ROUTE IS GREATER THAN/ EQUAL TO EFFECTIVE CHARGING TIME FOR AN
E-BUS
This study explores route number 605 of DTC. The number of trips made on the route in a day are 6 and average
time headway is equal to 180 minutes. The route is approximately 27 km long and two trips can be completed
before the bus requires additional charge. The effective charging time for an e-bus is estimated to be:

Here, the time headway of the route is greater than the effective charging time for an e-bus, that is hn>tc. Hence,
1 number of AC-III EVSE at a depot would be enough to maintain the service headway on the concerned
route.
The analysis also examines route number 17 operating in Surat city. The number of
trips made on the route in a day are 5 and average time headway is equal to 180 minutes. The route length
equals 14.2 km and an e-bus can complete 3 trips before requiring additional charge. The effective charging time
for an e-bus is estimated to be:

The effective charging time for an e-bus is lower than route headway, i.e., hn>tc.

Therefore, 1 number of AC-III EVSE at a depot would be sufficient to serve the concerned route.

CASE II: TIME HEADWAY ON THE ROUTE IS LESS THAN THE EFFECTIVE CHARGING TIME FOR AN E-BUS
Route number 623 of DTC has been examined. The number of trips made on the route in a day are 74 and
average time headway is nearly equal to 20 minutes. This route is approximately 25 km long and two trips can
be completed before additional charge is necessitated. Effective charging time is calculated as follows:

In this case, the time headway of the route is less than the effective charging time, i.e. hn<tc. The ratio of
effective charging time and time headway is:
Hence, the study finds that the route would require 4 AC-III EVSEs at a depot.
The analysis also examines bus route number 15 of Surat city. The number of trips made on this route in a day
are 215 and the average time headway is equal to 4 minutes 30 seconds. The route length is equal to 7.1 km and
7 trips can be completed before additional charge is required. Calculating the effective charging time, we get
4.5
Here, the effective charging time is greater than the service headway on the route, i.e. hn<tc. As
4.5

13.4

Hence, 14 AC-III EVSEs would be required to serve the aforementioned route.

The investigation finds that the above results, which are the outcome of the
practical application of the devised relations are logical. Hence, the study
is able to infer that the formulated framework for assessing the required
charging capacity at a depot for a route is practical and comprehensive – it
can be applied in all the possible scenarios and cases.
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8 What it would take
to set up charging
stations

Setting up a charging
infrastructure is a multidimensional challenge.
The study likes to
emphasise here that the
infrastructure planning
exercise for setting
charging stations for
a public e-bus fleet
does not end with the
assessment of the
charging possibilities,
the selection of “bestfit” charging technology
or the determination of
the required charging
capacity.

While the objective to satisfy the
mobility demand should be at the
core of this exercise, it is critical
to consider other elements. The
aspects of EV charger specifications
and corresponding electricity grid
connection and ancillary infrastructure
requirements, cost of installation, and
necessary spatial provision are some of
the vital pieces of the planning puzzle.
Not to mention, to crack this, it would
require an understanding of a range of
issues and involvement of a number of
actors.

Hence, it is crucial to shed light on these aspects. To this end, this study on
e-bus charging infrastructure has prepared a Reference Sheet on charging
station and proposed a model layout (plan) for setting up charging stations
at a depot. They can potentially serve as a useful guide to establish charging
infrastructure at a depot. The Reference Sheet takes into account the
identified “best-fit” charging technologies, which are AC III charger and other
key results of this research (refer to Table 28).
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TABLE 28: REFERENCE SHEET FOR AC III CHARGER

Cost Estimates

Grid connection
requirement

Charger
specifications

Aspects

Parameters
Input voltage to EVSE (V)
Maximum output power from EVSE (kW)
Charging time for buses (battery rated 200 kWh)

Data for AC – III
415
80
1.5-2 hours a

Electricity connection required (HT/ LT)
Ancillary infrastructure required

HT
Distribution Transformer
HT/ LT Switchgear
Cables
Protection relay
SCADA
10

No. of chargers that can be supplied from a 1 MVA
transformer
Capital cost of charging technology (�)
Cost of ancillary infrastructure (�)

2,50,000 – 4,00,000

Cost of electricity for charging (energy and demand charge
as per connection)

Energy charge and demand charge as per HT
(415V)

Maintenance cost (%)

10% of installation cost as periodic maintenance
2% of installation cost as regular maintenance
Angular
39
45
Sawtooth
36
15
30
Dashed lines at entry/ exit of station
Solid lines between bays for non-negotiable
movement
0.8
80 26

Charging facility space requirements (for a 12m e-bus)

Parking Bay Type
Parking Bay Area (m2)
Parking Bay Angle (⁰)
Maintenance Bay Type
Maintenance Bay Area (m2)
Maintenance Bay Entry Angle (⁰)
Maintenance Bay Exit Angle (⁰)
Marking specifications

a

3,50,000 – 6,40,000

Area required for EVSE (m2)
Area required for ESS (m2)
Area required for 3-phase pole mounted DT (m2)
Covered waiting area (per fully occupied 40-seater bus) (m2)
Minimum Entry/ Exit Lane Widths (m)
Parking Area Lane Widths (m)
Inner Turning Radius (Path Traced by the Inside Front
Wheel) (m)
Outer Turning Radius (To Clear the Outside Rear Overhang)
(m)
Area of Enquiry, Pass and Ticket Counter (m2)
Area Required for Ancillary Infrastructure (m2)
Area of Administration and Operation Office (m2)
Area of Depot Office (m2)
Area of Canteen (m2)
Area of Washroom (m2)

9
30 27
8
7.5 b

Area of Maintenance Room and Repair Workshop (m2)
Gradient of Sub-Level Parking Ramp (%)
Total Depot Area (Ha)
Plot Frontage (m)
Curb Type
Curb Height (cm)
Bus Stop Area (m2)
Empty Bay Indicators
Canopy Area (m2)

322

Refer Appendix A- charging time estimation for details

b

6.5 b
13.2 b
42
600
600
600
80
20
10 b
5.89
423
Barrier
30 b
10
Optic
6430

C. S. Papacostas and P. O. Prevedouros ‘Transportation Engineering & Planning’, PHI, New Delhi

26 Master Plan Delhi – Modification 2021 (modified till 31/03/2016), Delhi Development Authority
27 Best Practice Guidelines – Airport Service Levels Agreement Framework, International Air Transport Association (IATA) Airport Development Reference
Manual, IATA-ACI (Airports Council International)
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Considering that an AC III charger can be adopted only if the e-bus has an
on-board charger, a bus fleet operator can opt for DC plug-in which is the
second-best option as per the Multi-Criteria Decision Matrices. Hence, a
separate Reference Sheet has been prepared for DC plug-in charger (refer to
Appendix B).

DC PLUG-IN
SHOULD BE USED
IF ON-BOARD
CHARGERS ARE
MISSING FROM
BUSES

The suggested model layout/ plan (refer to Figure 13) is considerate of the
charging infrastructure requirements at the bus depot.

FIGURE 13: MODEL E-BUS DEPOT PLAN
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This study has also developed a Roles and Responsibilities (R&R) Matrix
(refer to Table 29) which highlights the kind of engagement of respective
stakeholders required in the charging infrastructure planning exercise. This,
however, does not take into account a particular implementation or business
model adopted by the bus service provider. In this context, it should be bear in
mind that the analyses and the results of this study should not be considered
universally applicable and hence, it is essential that every bus service provider
taking cues from this study and leveraging the developed frameworks carries
out necessary charging infrastructure planning for their bus fleets.

TABLE 29: ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES MATRIX REGARDING CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
Key activities in charging infrastructure planning
Understanding intra-city public bus network
characteristics in the context of e-bus roll-out

THOUGH THE BUS
SERVICE OPERATOR
HAS THE PRIMARY
RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE ACTIVITIES,
SUPPORT FROM
EXTERNAL EXPERTS
OR AGENCIES WOULD
BE BENEFICIAL TO
EFFECTIVELY CARRYING
OUT THE PLANNING

Bus
service
provider
P

Bus
OEM

Charging
technology
supplier

DISCOM

S

Examining the requisite e-bus size, battery
capacity, driving range for a route

P

Identifying suitable sites for siting charging
stations for a route

P

Understanding the specifications of different
charging technologies

P

Examining the capex and opex for different
charging technologies

P

Evaluating the charging technologies using
MCDMs and selection of "best-fit" charging option

P

Assessing the relation between time headway and
e-bus charging time

P

S

Examining the optimum charging capacity to be
deployed for a route

P

S

Assessing the necessary grid connection

S

S

Evaluating the charging facility space
requirements

P

S

S
S

S

S

P

P: Primary responsibility; S: Secondary responsibility

From the R&R Matrix, it is quite evident that a bus service provider would
have the primary responsibility to attend the bulk of the identified preparatory
activities to set up the charging infrastructure for its e-bus fleet. However,
undertaking these activities could be a tough challenge to a bus service
provider since this is a new template for them, and they may not have
the necessary experience and knowledge. Support from external experts
or agencies would be beneficial to the bus service provider to effectively
carrying out the planning. Not to mention the importance of the roles of other
stakeholders, namely the bus OEMs, the charging technology suppliers and
the DISCOMs in developing the plan for rolling out charging infrastructure
for e-bus fleets. The fact that the success of the plan hinges on the close
coordination among the stakeholders cannot be overstated.
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Appendix A
Charging time
estimation

Charging time calculation of EV batteries is a challenging exercise, as the
charging time depends on the charger output power as well as the battery
characteristics. Batteries themselves are complex energy storage devices
wherein the available energy, the chemistry, configuration within the battery
pack and the safe operating limits would determine the charging rate and
time. Hence, a simplified estimation method28 is developed to co-relate the
energy required for charging with the maximum output power.
For the purpose of this study, industry-accepted standards applicable for
e-buses and Lithium-ion (LFP) batteries29 are considered to estimate the
charging time. Charging time for a bus is estimated30 taking into account,
200 kWh rated battery pack capacity (refer to Table 30). The two primary
considerations that determine the charging energy requirement are the
maximum allowed depth of discharge of the battery and the supplementary
energy required to overcome range anxiety.
�

Applying a thumb rule of the minimum state of charge of 30% to maintain
the health of batteries, the maximum depth of discharge is 70%. The
maximum charging energy requirement for the battery bank corresponds
to the maximum available useful energy. For a 200 kWh battery, it is
estimated to be 200 x 0.7 = 140 kWh.

�

It is also recommended that the battery of an e-bus should never be
discharged below 15% of the available useful energy avoid any possibility
of getting stranded. The minimum charging energy requirement is
estimated as 200x 0.7x(1-0.15) = 119 kWh.

The charging time is estimated at charging energy requirements of 119 kWh
and 140 kWh respectively.

TABLE 30: CHARGING TIME ESTIMATION
EVSE Category

AC Level
1

AC Level
2

AC Level
3

DC Plugin

DC Pantograph

Charger output power (kW)

2.2

6.8

80

70

300

Charging time (hours)

55-65

17-20

1.5–2

1.7-2

0.4-0.5

28 Charging time is estimated assuming a charging rate of 1C. Generally, the capacity of batteries is also rated at 1C
29 Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) batteries are the most common EV batteries.
30 Charging time is not estimated for battery swapping technology.
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Appendix B
Reference Sheet for
DCFC Plug-in Charger
Aspects
Charger
specifications

Parameters

Data for DCFC Plug-in Charger

Input voltage to EVSE (V)

415

Output power from EVSE (kW)

70

Charging time for buses (battery rated 200 kWh)

1.7-2 hours

Electricity connection required (HT, LT)

HT
Distribution Transformer

Grid
connection
requirement

HT/LT Switchgear
Ancillary infrastructure required

Liquid cooled cables
Protection Relay
SCADA

Cost Estimates

No of chargers that can be supplied from a 1 MVA transformer

11

Capital cost of charging technology (₹)

16,00,000 – 22,00,000

Cost of ancillary infrastructure (₹)

2,50,000 – 4,00,000

Cost of electricity for charging (energy and demand charge as
per connection)

Energy charge and demand
charge as per HT (415V)
10% of installation cost as
periodic maintenance

Maintenance cost (%)

Charging
facility space
requirements
(for a 12m
e-bus)

2% of installation cost as regular
maintenance

Bay area and dimensions (m x m) (angular parking bay - 45⁰)

13 x 3

Manoeuvring lane width (m) (angular parking bay - 45⁰)

15

Bay dimensions (m x m) (sawtooth parking bay)

12 x 6

Entry angle (sawtooth parking bay)

15⁰

Exit angle (sawtooth parking bay)

30⁰

Manoeuvring lane width (m) (sawtooth parking bay)

8

Turning radius (m)

29
Dashed lines at entry/ exit of
station

Marking specifications

Solid lines between bays for nonnegotiable movement

Area required for EVSE (m2)

2

Area required for ESS (m2)

80

Area required for 3-Phase Pole Mounted DT (m2)

9

Covered waiting area (per fully occupied 40-seater bus) (m )
2

a Refer Appendix A- charging time estimation for details
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